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Abstract--We obtain explicit error estimates between a given function f ~ C(")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~ 6 and its 
quintic Hermite and spline interpolates. These results are then used to obtain definite error estimates 
between a given funct ionf  e C(n~°([a, b] x [c, d]) and its biquintic spline interpolate. Sutticient numerical 
illustration which dwells upon the sharpness of the obtained inequalities is also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For the intervals [a,b] and [c,d] we let A: a =x0<xt<. . .<xu+,=b (N>15), and A': 
c = Yo < Yt < • • • < YM+ l = d(M >1 5) denote uniform partitions of [a, b] and [c, d] with stepsizes 
h = (b - a)/(N + 1) and l = (d - c)/(M + 1) respectively. Further, we let t9 = A x A' be a rectan- 
gular partition of [a, b] x [c, d]. For a fixed A and for a given piecewise continuous functionf(x), 
we define 
Ilfll = max sup If(x)l. 
O<~i~N x E (xi, x i+ l )  
Our main contribution in this paper is the derivation of explicit error estimates in the 
norm I1" {I between (1) function f6  C¢")[a, hi, 2 g n <-, 5 and its quintic Hermite interpolate HAl; 
(2) function feC(")[a,b], 2 ~n 46  and its quintic spline interpolate SAf; and (3) function 
f~ C("")([a, b] x [c, d]), 4 ~< n ~< 6 and its biquintic spline interpolate S j .  
In Section 2, we begin with the set H(A) c C(Z)[a, b] whose elements are quintic polynomials in 
each subinterval [x~, x,.+ ,], 0 ~ i ~ N. Then, we give a representation of HA f in  terms of the basic 
elements hi(x), 7/i(x), and ~;(x), 0 ~< i ~< N + I of  the set H(A). This is followed by several equalities 
for these basic elements and their derivatives. We use Peano's kernel theorem to obtain an explicit 
representation for the residual (HA f - - f  )(x). Next, we define the set S (A)c  C(4)[a, b] whose 
elements are also quintic polynomials in each subinterval [x~, x;+ ,], 0 ~< i ~< N. For a given function 
h(x) E H(A) we provide necessary and sufficient conditions so that h(x)e S(A). This leads to 
recurrence relations (different from Usmani [I--4]) involving first and second derivatives of h(x) 
which can be solved uniquely. Finally, we give two representations of S,,f: in terms of the basic 
elements of H(A), and in terms of the cardinal splines. 
In Section 3, we use the treatment of Varma and Katsifarakis [5] for the cubic case, to determine 
explicit error estimates for I IDk(tt,,f--f) l l ,  2~<n ~ 5, 0~<k ~<n-  1. These results naturally 
supplement the work of Birkhoff and Priver [6], and Agarwal [7, 8]. Although, we illustrate the 
sharpness of the resulting inequalities here through numerical examples, these are conjectured to 
be the best possible. 
In Section 4, we extend the technique of Hall [9], and Schultz [10] for the cubic case, to determine 
the error estimates for IIDk(S,x/'--f)l{, 2 ~< n ~< 6, 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 in terms of definite numbers and 
IIDT"II. The obtained inequalities here are quite sharp and cannot be improved further by using 
the same technique. It is to be remarked that the error bounds for more general spline interpolation 
have been derived, e.g. in [11,i2], however unlike our error estimates the bounds are not in terms 
of known constants. 
In Section 5, we discuss the construction of approximated quintic splines S~f, 1 ~< i ~< 4 when the 
values of (1) f ' (a ) , f ' (b) ;  (2)f"(a) , f"(b);  (3)f(k)(a),f(k)(b), k = 1, 2; and (4)f(k)(a),f(k)(b),f(xi), 
tDedicated to Professor G. H/immerlin on his sixtieth birthday. 
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k = !, 2, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1 respectively are unknown. Further, to conclude the stability results explicit 
bounds for I[Dk(S~f--f)ll, 1 ~< i ~< 4 are also obtained. 
In Section 6, following H/immerlin and Schumaker [13, 14] we define H(p) as the tensor 
product of H(A) and H(A'). Then, for any function of two independent variables f(x, y)e C ~2"2~ 
([a, b] x [c, d]) we give a representation f Hff in terms of the basic elements of H(A) and H(A'). 
Next, we define S(p) as the tensor product of S(A) and S(A'). For a given function h(x, y) e H(p) 
we provide necessary and sufficient conditions o that h(x,y)e S(p). This leads to recurrence 
relations involving first and second order partial derivatives of h(x,y) which can be solved 
uniquely. This is followed by an important characterization Spf = SaS,,. f = S,,. SAf Finally, we 
use our considerations of one dimension to obtain explicit error bounds for IlD~(Spf-f)[[ and 
I[D~(SoY-f)II. 
The results obtained in this paper can be applied to construct approximate solutions of ordinary, 
partial as well as integral equations, which we shall take up later. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For a fixed A and for a sufficiently smooth function f(x), we shall denote f}J)= Df(xi), 
0 ~< i ~< N + 1, j = 0, 1 . . . .  The set H(A) is defined as 
H(A) = {h(x)e C(2~[a, b]:h(x) is a quintic polynomial in each subinterval [x~, xi+j], 0 ~< i ~< N}. 
Clearly H(A) is of dimension 3(N + 2). 
Definition 2.1 
For a given fe  C(2)[a, b], we say Hafis the H(A)-interpolate of f ,  also known as the Hermite 
interpolate o f f ,  if HAf e H(A) with DkHAf(xi) =J  i"~k), 0<~ k ~ 2, 0 <. i <<. N + 1. 
It is clear that for every f, Haf can be explicitly expressed as 
N+l  
Haf(x) = ~ [fihi(x) + f ;~i(x) +f;'~,(x)], (1) 
i=0  
where hi(x), 7ii(x) and ~i(x), 0 ~< i ~< N + 1 are the basic elements of H(A) satisfying h~(xj) = &ij, 
h;(xj) = hi'(xj)= 0; ]i(xi)= O, "[i;(xj)= 6~j, ]i'(xi)= 0; 7;i(xj)= ~;(x/)= 0, ~i'(x~)= 6ij, and can be 
explicitly expressed as follows: 
)3/, 6 ,  3 "~ 
hi(x) = (x-xi+,.h_ ~ k - -~51.x -x i )Z -~(x -x i ) - l ) ,  Xi<X<Xi+ l, O<~i<N 
"h- T (x -x i )  - -h (X -X~)+l  , xi_l~x<~xi, I~<i~<N+I  
= O, otherwise; 
~i(x)=(x-x i+l )3(  3 ) 
-h- ~ -~ (x - x i )  2 - (x  - x3  , 
(X--Xi- l)3( 3 ) 
- -h- ~ -~ (x - x i ) :  + (x  - x i )  , 
= 0, otherwise; 
1 
7;i(x) = -~-~ (x  - x ,+~)~(x - x i )  2, xi  < x < x i+~, 
1 
= ~ (x - x , _ ,  )3(x - xi) 2, x,_,  <~ x <~ xi, 
Xi <~ X <~ Xi+ l, 
Xi-i <~x <~Xi, 
O <~ i -.<. N 
I~<i~<N+I  
O <~ i <~ N 
I~<i~<N+I  
= 0, otherwise. 
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Lemma 2.1 
For 0 ~< i ~< N and 0 ~< k ~< 5 the following equalities hold: 
max [Ih~k)(x)[ + Ihl~ i(x)l] = akh-k, 
Xi~X~Xi+l  
where ao = 1, al = 5/4, a2 = 20/x/~, a3 = 120, a4 = 720 and a5 = 1440; 
(2) 
max [[~k)(x)l-4-17£~k+)t(x)l] = ak hI-k, (3) 
x i~x~xi+ I 
where ao=5/16,  al=l ,  a2=lO/x/~, a3--60, a4=360 and a5=720;  
max [171~k)(x)l + [~k+)l (X)[] = ak h2-k, (4) 
Xi~X~Xi  +I 
where ao=l /32 ,  at=x~/3~18, a2=l ,  a3=12,  a4=60 and a5=120;  
max lTi~k)(x)l = akh I -k, (5) 
Xi~X~)¢ i  + 1 
where a0=16/81,  a l= l ,  a2=8/225(28+19x/~) ,  a3=36,  a4=192 and a5=360;  
max I~k)(x)l ---- akh 2-k, (6) 
Xi~X<~Xi+ | 
where a0 = 54/3125, at = 3/1000(3 + 8x//6), a 2 = 1, a 3 = 9, a4 = 36 and a5 = 60. 
Proof. The proof  is by direct computation, and we convince by giving the details for equation 
(3) k = 1. For x e [xi, xi+ 1], 0 ~< i ~< N we have 
and 
I~; (x)l = (x - x,÷ 1)5 h 4 13 (x - x, ) [3 (x - xi ) + h ] + (x - x, + 1 ) [6(x - x,) + h ]l 
I~;÷,(x)l (x -x32""  
= - - -7 -  I.~(x - x,  +l  ) [ -  3 (x  - x; +t ) + h] + (x  - x , ) [ -  6(x - x~ + 1) + h] l .  
(7) 
(8) 
Rewriting (7) and (8) in terms of  a new variable t = x - x~, t e [0, h], we get 
and 
lTz~(t + xi)l = ~ ll5t 2 - 2ht - h2[  
12 
17/;+ 1(t + x,)l = ~ l -  15t2 + 28ht - 12h21 . 
Thus, it follows that 
h 
IT i ; ( t+x31+lTi~+~(t+x,) l= (413-6ht2+h3), O~t~ 
1 h 2h 
= ~ (30t 4 - 60ht 3 -I- 30h2t 2 - ha), -~ ~< t ~< ~- 
1 2h = ~( -4t3  + 6ht2-h3), -~ <. t <~ h. (9) 
Now it is easy to verify that the right-hand side of  (9) attains its maximum at t = 0, h, and its 
maximum value is indeed 1. 
C.A.M.W.A. 18/8---B 
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Let A: 0 = x0 < x~ = 1, then from equation (1) HAf takes the form 
Haf(x) =f(0) (1  - x)3(6x 2 + 3x + 1) +f(1)x316(1 - x)" + 3(1 - x)  + 1] 
+f ' (0 ) (1  - x)a(3x 2 + x) +f ' ( l )x3[ -3 (1  - x) 2 - (1 - x)] 
+½f"(0)(1 -- x)3x 2 + ½f"(l)x3(1 -- x) 2. (10) 
Thus, for fe  C¢")[0, 1], 2 ~< n ~< 5 Peano's kernel theorem gives 
Dk(HAf - - f ) (x)  = (n -- 1)! G~'°)(x, t)f(n~(t) dt, 0 ~< k ~ n - 1, (11) 
where 
G~°'°)(x, t) = x3[ (6x  2 - -  15x  + lO)t - 3x 2 + 8x - 6], x ~< t (12) 
G[°'°)(x, t )=x3[ ( -6x2+ 15x - -  10)rE + (6x  2 -  16x + 12)t - -X2+3X --  3], x 6 t  (13) 
G~4°'°)(x, t) = x3(l - t ) [ ( -6x  2 + 15x - 10)t 2 + (3x 2 - 9x + 8)t - 1], x ~< t (14) 
G~°'°)(x, t) = x3(1 - t )2 [ ( -6x  2 + 15x - 10)t 2 - (2x - 4)t - x], x ~< t (15) 
and G~°'°)(x, t) for t ~< x is same as G~°'°)(1 - x, 1 - t) for x ~< t. 
The set S(A) is defined as 
s(A) = {s(x )e  C~4)[a, b]:s(x) is a quintic polynomial  in each subinterval [xi, xi+l], 0 ~<i~< N}. 
Clearly S(A) is of  dimension (N + 6). 
Definition 2.2 
For a g ivenf~ C(2)[a, b], we say saris a S(A)-interpolate o f f ,  also known as a spline interpolate 
o f f ,  if Safe S(A) with SAf(xi) =f/ ,  0 ~< i ~< N + 1, and DkSAf(x~) =f~k), k = l, 2, i = 0, N + 1. 
Lemma 2.2 
Let 1 ~ i ~< N but fixed, and p(x) ,  q(x) be two quintic polynomials defined in [x~_ i, x,] and 
[xi, x~+ 1] respectively. Suppose p~k)(x~) = q<k)(x~) = yl ~), 0 ~< k ~< 2, then p°)(x~) = q°)(x~) if and only 
if 
20 8 ' x h--~[q(x~+~)-2y~+p(x~-~)]=-~[q'(xt+t)-p( ,_L)]+6y;'-p"(x~_t)-q"(x,+l) (16) 
and pta)(x~) = q<4)(x~) if and only if 
15 7 , , 16 , 
h--~[q(x,+t)-p(x~_ 1)] =~ [q (x,+l) +p (xi_ l)]+-~yi +p"(xi_l)-q"(xi+~). (17) 
Proof. Let 
5 5 
G,(x) = ~ ak(X-  X,) k and G2(x) = ~, bk(X-  xi) k 
k =0 k=0 
be two quintic polynomials defined in [x~_t, xi] and [x~,xi+l] respectively. By setting 
GIk)(Xj)=p(k)(Xj), O<<.k <~2, j = i -  1, i we get an algebraic system of six equations which 
determines the unknowns ak, 0 ~< k ~< 5 in terms of  p~k)(xj), 0 ~< k ~< 2, j = i -  1, i, such that 
G,(x) =p(x). Similarly, the unknowns bk, 0 ~< k ~< 5 are computed in terms of  q~k)(xj), 0 <~ k <~ 2, 
j = i, i + 1, by setting G~k)(xi) = q~k)(Xj), 0 ~< k ~< 2, j = i, i + 1, such that G~(x) =- q(x). Now, 
p°)(x~) = q°)(x~) if and only if a3 - b3 which is same as (16), and p~4)(x~) --  q(4)(xl) is equivalent o 
a4 = b4 which gives (17). 
Lemma 2.3 
For  a given h(x) e H(A), we define ci = h(xi), c~ = h'(xi) and c~' = h"(xj), 0 ~< i ~< N + 1. The 
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function h(x)e  S(A) if and only if c~ and ci', 1 ~< i ~< N satisfy the following relations: 
h(c:+ 2 --1- 26c:+ l + 66c: + 26c~_ I + c:-2) = 5ci+2 + 50c~+ i - -  50Ci-I - -  5C i -2 ,  2 ~ i ~< N - I (18) 
h(3c~ + 79c~ + 227c~) = - I 1 lhc~ - 16h2c'o ' + 15c3 + 155c: + 65ci - 235Co (19) 
h(3c'~_2 + 79c~_ ~ + 227C~v) 
= -IIlhc:v+1 + 16h2c~:+I - 15CN_2-- 155CN_I- -65CN+ 235CN+I (20) 
h ~ 
c~+2 + 26ci+i + 66c~' + 26ci'_i + ~-2~ 
=c~+2+2c~+i-6c~+2ci_1+c~_:, 2~i~N- I  (21) 
~---~0(8c~' + 201c~' + 354c'() = 
23 
-~ h ~co" + 12hc~ + 8c~ + 9c2 - 54c~ + 37Co (22) 
h 2 23 2 ,, 
~-~ (8c~_2 + 201c~_~ + 354c~) = ~-~h CN+ ~ -- 12hc~v+~ + 8CN_: + 9CN_I -- 54C#+ 37C#+I (23) 
Moreover, from the systems (18)-(20) and (21)-(23) the unknowns c~ and ci', 1 ~< i ~< N can be 
obtained uniquely in terms of c~, 0~< i ~<N + 1, c~, c:v+l, cg and c~+1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 the continuity of h~3)(x) and h <4)(x) is equivalent to equations (16) and (17) 
respectively, which are better written as 
and 
8 8 
Pi:6c; ' -c~'_l -c~'+l = ~-~02 (c,+ t -2c,+ci_ l ) - -~C~+l+-~c~_,  
15 7 , ~ 7 
Q:c i ' _ , - c ;+,  = ~ (c i+ , -c i _ t ) -~C i_ l -  c; - -~c;+, .  
Now the operations Ps+ l - P~-1 + 6Q~ - Qi+ i - Q~-1, PI + 3P2 + 17Qi - 3Q2, 
3PN_ 1 -- 17QN + 3Qx_ I give (18)-(20) respectively. 
Next, to obtain the system (21)-(23) we rewrite (24) and (25) as follows: 
and 
h /20  ,, ) 
Ri:c~+l -- c:_l = -~ [k~-~(c,+, -- 2c,+ ci- l )  -- 6c'[ + c;'-i + c,+l 
(24) 
(25) 
and PN + 
(26) 







66 26 1 
26 66 26 1 






(29) B 1 -.~h 
where c I _ [c;], 
7, ,,) (27, Si: 7C~+l + 16c~ + ct_ 1 (ci+ l - ci- l) - c;'_ l + c1+ 1 • 
The operations - 16R;- 7Rj+l - 7Ri_ j + Si+l -- Si_ t, --79/8Ri -- 7R2 - 7/8SI + $2, and -79 /  
8R~ + 7R~_ i - 7/8S~ + S~_ l give (21)-(23) respectively. 
The system (18)-(20) in matrix form can be written as 
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and k I = [k~] 
" l l l hc~-  16h2c~+ 15C3"-1- 155c2+65cl--235Co, i = 1 
-hc~+ 5c4+ 50c3- 50c l -  5Co, i = 2 
k)= 5Ci+1+50ci+1--50c;_1--5ci_2, 3<~i<~N--2 
--hc~+l+5cu+t+5Ocu--5Ocu_2--5cu_3, i=N- -1  
' 1 '~t':-" 15CN_ 2 155cu_l 65cN+ 235cN+1, i = N, - l l l hcs+l  + ,,,, UN+ 1 - -  - -  - -  
since the matrix Bl is strictly diagonally dominant, the system (28) has a unique solution. 
Similarly, the system (21)-(23) in matrix from can be written as 
B2 c2 = k 2 




B2 = 20 







66 26 1 
26 66 26 1 







" 23 2,, .~hco+12hc6+8c3+9c2-54c l -37Co,  i=1  
h z 
- -~-~ CO + C 4 "q'- 2C 3 -- 6C2 + 2Cl + Co, i = 2 
k 2 = (33) C; + 2 + 2C; + I -- 6C; + 2C;_ I + Ci_ E , 3 <~ i <~ N -- 2 
---f6C}+I+Cu+I+2CN--6CN_I+2CN_2+CN_3, i=N- -1  
23 2 - t ^ 
~-6h CN+)--12hCN+1+SCN-E+gCN-1--54CN+37Cu+l, i=N.  
Once again the matrix B2 is strictly diagonally dominant, the system (31) has a unique solution. 
Lemma 2.4 
For a given f ~ C(2)[a, b], SAf  exists and is unique. 
Proof. For a given g e C(2)[a, b], HAg exists and is unique. Further, by Lemma 2.3 for the given 
set of numbers c; =f ,  0 ~< i ~< N + l, c; =f ;  and c;' =f~',  i = 0, N + 1 there exists unique c; and 
c;", 1 ~< i ~< N satisfying (18)-(23). Now, let g ~ C(2)[a, b] be such that gi = ci, g~ = c;' and g;' =G",  
0 ~< i ~< N + 1. Then, again by Lemma 2.3 Hag ~ S(A). However, from the definitions this Hag is 
same as SAf  
Remark 2.1 
From the proof of Lemma 2.4 and equation (1) it is clear that SAfcan be expressed as 
N+I N 
SAf(x)  = ~ f ih i (x )  + f~ l io (X)  +f~c+I~N+I (X)  -t- E c ;~, (x )  
i=o i~ l  
N 
+f~o(X)  + f'~+)~N+~ (x) + E c;'~;(x), (34) 
i=1 
where c; and c[, 1 ~< i ~< N satisfy (18)-(23). 
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Remark 2.2 
It is possible to describe a basis for S(A), namely the "cardinal splines", {s~(x)}~u+os, defined by 
the following interpolation conditions: 
sj(x,) = 6q, S~k)(a) = s}k)(b) = O, k = 1, 2, 0 <~ i, j <. N + 1 
s : (x i )=O,N+2<. j~N+5,  0~<i~<N+I  
s~+2(a) = 1, s~v+2(b) = O, 
s~v+3(a) =0, s'u+3(b) = 1, 
s~+4(a)= 1, s~+4(b) =0,  
s~+5(a)=O, s~+5(b)=l ,  
t¢ tt 
SN+2(a) = SN+2(b ) = 0 
0 
sN+3(a  ) -~ s~/+ 3(b ) - -  0 
s~v+4(a) -- s~v+4(b) =0 
s~+5(a) = s~+5(b) = O. 
Obviously, S~f can be expressed explicitly as 
N+I 
SAf(x) = ~ fs i (x)  + f'osN+2(x) + f'~+,SN+3(X) + f'o' SN+4(X) + f'~+:N+5(X). 
i=O 
Lemma 2.5 [IS] 
Let A be a square matrix such that [IA I[ < 1. Then, (I + A) is nonsingular and 
1 
II(I + a)-~ll ~ < - -  
1 - IIA It 
where I is the identity matrix. 
(35) 
3. ERROR BOUNDS FOR HERMITE INTERPOLATION 
Theorem 3.1 
Let f ~ C¢")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~< 6. Then, 
[[Dk(f-- HAf)II ~< a,.kh"-kllD"f II, 0 ~< k ~< n - 1, (36) 
where the constants a,,k are given in Table 1. 
Remark 3. I 
The proof for the case n = 6, 0 ~< k ~< 5 is given in the year 1967 by Birkhoff and Priver [6], 
however the result is included here for the sake of completeness. Thus, the above result supplements 
naturally the work of Birkhoff and Priver. 
Table 1 
n 
k 2 3 4 5 6 
17 19 39 + 55,U/~ ! 1 
0 256 3072 524288 10240 46080 
1 0.26241317 + 0 0.22055373 - 1 0.24601405 - 2 0.34045545 - 3 q/5 3O0O0 
5 I 1 1 
2 2"4 ~ 38"4 1920 
12~v/r6 108 1 
3 125 312---5 12--6 
32 1 
4 E i-6 
l 
5 
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Proof  We shall give the proo f  only for the case n = 2, whereas for n = 3, 4 and 5 computat ion  
is similar in nature, however tedious. Wi thout  loss o f  generality we assume that a = 0, b = 1 and 
h = 1, so that f rom ( l l )  it fol lows that 
(;0 ) HDk( f -  naf ) l l  4 IG~k'°)(x, t)l dt IIO2f II, k = 0, 1. (37) 
Now,  f rom (12) we have 
J'X3(6X 2 - -  15x + 10)(t -- 0t), x 4 t 
G~°'°)(x, t) = [ (x  - 1)3(6x 2 + 3x + 1)(t - fl), t 4 x (38) 
where 
3x 2 - 8x + 6 3x 2 + x 
0t = 6x 2 _ 15x + 10 and fl = 6x 2 + 3x + 1" 
where 
15x 2 -- 32x + 18 15x 2 -- 2x - 1 
0q = 30(1 - x)  2 and fll = 30x 2 
Once again it is easy to note that ~t~/> x, fll 4 x, 0q >/0 and fll 4 1 for all x e (0, l); ct~ >/ l  for 
x e [2/3, 1); and fll 4 0 for x ~ (0, 1/3]. Hence, we find that 
fo (; ;' ; ) I IG~l'°)(x, t)l dt = 30x2(1 --X) 2 (t - f l l )d t  + (oq - t )d t  + (t - f l l )d t  1 
=15X2(1- -X)2[ (X - - f l l )2 - - f l2+(X- -Ct l )2+(1- -0q)2] ,  04X4½;  (40) 
(f:' +fl = 30x2( 1 -x )  2 (tim - -  t )d t  (t - tim) d t  I 
"~- Ct I - -  + l __ CXl) dt) 
= 15X2(1  _ X )2[ (X  _ f l l )2. .~_ fll2.q_ (X  _ CXl)2 + (1 _ 0Cl)2], 1 42  ~<~32-; (41)  
(f? ; ; ) = 30x2(1 - -x )  2 ( f l l - - t )  d t+ ( t - f l l )d t+ (al - t) dt 
=15X2(1- -X)2[ (X - - f l l )2+f l~+(X- -~t l )2 - - (1 - -~q)2] ,  24X41.  (42) 
It is easy to note that 0 < ~t, fl < 1, ~t/>x and fl 4x .  Thus,  for 04x  41  we find that 
;o (;; ; ) I IG '°)(x, t)l dt = (1 - x)3(6x2 + 3x + 1) (fl - t )d t  + (t - f l )d t  
(; ; ) +x3(6x 2 -  15x + 10) (or - t )d t  + (t - c t )d t  
= 1 {(1 - x)3(6x 2 + 3x + 1)[fl 2 + (x - fl)2] 
+ x3(6x 2 -- 15x + 10)[(1 - 0Q 2 + (x - ~t)2]}. (39) 
The r ight-hand side of  (39) attains its max imum at x = ½, and its max imum value is 17/256. Thus 
f rom (37) we find that 
I l f -  HaY I[ 4 2~6 1102]" II. 
This completes the proo f  for k = 0. 
For  k = 1, f rom (38) we have 
J'30x2(l - x)2(t - cq), x < t 
G(21'°)(X, t) = ~30x2(  1 X)2( / ill), t < X 
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Table 2. f(x ) ffi x s s in  ~, x • [ -  ¼, ~], n ffi 2 
N 
7 15 24 
lt(f-Haf)ll 0.8o9o1928-5 0.12814502-5 0.33635119-6 
Bound 0.72507753 - 4 0 .18126938 - 4 0 .74247939 - 5 
[I D( f -  Hal)][ 0.49311092 - 3 0 .18147165 - 3 0 .89342391 - 4 
Bound 0.45843852 - 2 0 .22921926 - 2 0 .14670033 - 2 
Table 3. f(x)= x3lx [, xe[-~,~], n = 3 
N 
14 24  34  54 
It (f - Haf)I[ 0.19051898 - 8 0 .24691259 - 9 0 .64273374 - 10 0 .10540289 - 10 
Bound 0.13744213 - 5 0 .29687500 - 6 0 .10819060 - 6 0 .27880823 - 7 
t[ D( f -  H a f ) I t  0 .57870370 - 6 0 .12500000 - 6 0 .45553936 - 7 0 .11739294 - 7 
Bound 0.14703582 - 3 0 .52932895 - 4 0 .27006579 - 4 0 .10936549 - 4 
[ID2(f-Haf)][ 0.13681268-3  0 .49252566-4  0 .25128860-4  0 .10176150-4  
Bound 0.41666667 - 1 0 .25000000-  1 0 .17857143 - 1 0 .11363636 - 1 
Now we maximize the fight-hand sides of (40)-(42) in their respective intervals with the aid of IBM 
3081 computer using double precision arithmetic in order to reduce the roundoff errors to a 
minimum. The absolute maximum value turns out to be 0.26241317... + 0. Thus, from (37) it 
follows that 
l iD(f-  Haf)ll <~ (0.26241317... + 0)llD2f II. 
This completes the proof for k = 1. 
Remark  3.2 
In (36) the constants a6,k, 0 ~< k ~< 5 are the best possible as equality holds for the function 
f ( t )  = t3(1-  t) 3, and only for this function upto a constant factor. While for the remaining 
constants a.,k, 2 ~< n ~< 5, 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 the sharpness of the inequalities (36) remains undecided, 
in Tables 2-5 we compute the actual values of I lDk(f  -- HAf)l[, 2 ~< n ~< 5, 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 for several 
simple functions and compare these with the corresponding fight side bounds in (36). 
Table 4. f(x)= ~'I~I. x<-~,~], ~ =4 
N 
14 24 34 54 
[[ ( f -  Ha/)H 0.48225309 - 9 0 .37500000 - 10 0 .69725412 - 11 0 .72764218 - 12 
Bound 0.25074637 - 7 0 .32496730 - 8 0 .84591654 - 9 0 .13872315 - 9 
[ID(f-HAf)l[ 0.50149205-7  0 .64993370-8  0 .16918307 - 8 0.27744591 -9  
Bound 0.27334894 - 5 0 .59043372 - 6 0.21.517264 - 6 0 .55450199 - 7 
I[ D2(f- HA f ) I I  0 .11574074 -- 4 0 .25000000 --  5 0 .91107872 -- 6 0 .23478588 --  6 
Bound 0.61728395 - 3 0 .22222222 - 3 0 .11337868 - 3 0 .45913682 - 4 
[IDS(f-Haf)[[ 0.41666667-2  0 .15000000-2  0 .76530612-3  0 .30991736-3  
Bound 0.23515102 +0 0.14109061 +0 0.10077901 +0 0 .64132095-  1 
Table 5 :cx)ffi:Ixl, ~[ -b~r .  ffi 5 
N 
14 24 34 54 
[] (f- Ha f)l[ 0.21433471 - I0 0.I 0000000 - I I 0 .13281045 - 12 0 .88201473 - 14 
Bound 0.72337963 -9  0 .56250000 - 10 0 .10458812 - I0 0 .10914633 - II 
liD(f-Ha f)[[ 0.22084537-8  0 .17172937-9  0 .31936412-  I0 0 .33322181 - 11 
Bound 0.75656767 - 7 0 .98051170 - 8 0 .25523524 - 8 0 .41856418 - 9 
[I D2(f- HAf)tl 0.46296296 --  6 0 .60000000 --  7 0 .15618492 - 7 0 .25613008 --  8 
Bound 0.17361111 -4  037500000-5  0.13666181 -5  0 .35217881 -6  
I[ D3( f  - Hi, f ) I [  0.22222222 - 3 0 .48000000 - 4 0 .17492712 - 4 0 .45078928 - 5 
Bound 0.69120000 - 2 0 .24883200 - 2 0 .12695510 - 2 0 .51411570 - 3 
[I D'~f- Ha f)II 0.80000000 - i 0 .28800000 - 1 0 .14693878 - 1 0 .59504162 - 2 
Bound 0.23703704 + I 0 .14222222 + 1 0 .10158730 + 1 0 .64646465 + 0 
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4. ERROR BOUNDS FOR SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
Let f e C~")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~< 6 be an arbitrary function. We begin with the equality 
( f  - Saf  )(x ) = ( f  - HAf  )(x ) + (Ha f -  Saf  )(x). (43) 
In (43) the term (HAf - -Sa f ) (x )  belongs to H(A), and (Haf -Sa f ) (x~)=0,  O<~i<<,N+ 1; 
Dk(Haf - SAf)(x~)= 0, k = 1, 2, i=  0, N + 1. Hence, from (1) it follows that 
N N 
(Haf  - SAf) (x)  = ~ [DHAf (x,) - DSAf (xi)]Ti,(x) + ~ [D2HAf(xi) - D 2SAf(xi)]~i(x) 
i= l  i= l  
N N 
= ~ [ f ; -  DSaf(x~)l~,(x)+ ~ [fi'--D2Saf(xi)]~,(x) 
i= l  i=1  
N N 
= ~ e;~i(x)+ ~ e~'~i(x), 
i= l  i= l  
(44) 
where e: =f : -DSaf (x~)  and e~' =f i ' -D2SAf (x~) .  Thus, on substituting (44) into (43) and 
differentiating the resulting relation k times, 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 gives 
N N 
Dk( f  - SAf) (x)  = Dk( f  -- Haf ) (x )  + ~ e:]i~k)(X) + ~ e~'~k)(x). (45) 
i= l  i= l  
In what follows vectors [e:] and [e~'] will be denoted by e' and e 2 respectively. Now, from (45) 
we find 
N N 
I Io~(f - S~f)II < II O~(f  - H~T)LI + II e' II ~oto,~]sup ,=,Y" 17i?'(x)l + Ile=[I ~t~,~jsup ~==~ 17;~'<x)l 
= IIo~(f -n J ) l l  Jr Ile'll max [l~>(x)l+l~!~,(x)l] 
X E [X i ,x  i + I ] 
+lie211 max [l~k)(x)l+l~,(x)l], 0<k<n-1 ,  (46) 
XE[Xi,Xi + I] 
where we have used the fact that lTi~k)(x)4 as well as lT; k,(x)l is nonzero only in the interval 
(X,_ l, x,)•(x,, x,+ 0. 
In the right-hand side of (46) the equalities and estimates obtained in Sections 2 and 3 respectively 
can be used, and hence what remains is to compute only a priori estimates for t[e' II and II e2 I]" 
Lemma 4.1 
I f f  ~ C~")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~< 6, then 
II e' I1 <<. a,h"-' II D"T II, (47) 
where a2 = 0.90363058 + 1, a3 = 0.13014691 + 1, a4 = 0.24476058 + 0, a5 = 0.51735859 - 1 and 
a6~-- .  1 . 
Proof. Once again we shall provide the proof only for n = 2. Let r = [ri(f)] be an N × 1 vector 
defined by 
r = Ble l, (48) 
where the matrix BI is defined in (29). Then, it follows that 
Bl f  ~ = k I + r, (49) 
where k I is defined in (30) and f l=  [f:] is an N x 1 vector. 
For i = 1, from (49), (29) and (30) we have 
r , ( f )=h(3 f~+79f~+227f~+l l l f~)+16h2fg -15fa -155f~-65f l+235fo .  (50) 
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By (19), ri(P) = 0 for all quintic polynomials p, and by the Peano kernel theorem 
r , ( f )  = (r,)~(x - t )+f" ( t )d t .  (51) 
0 
From (50), we find 
(r~)x(X - t)+ = h[3(x3- t) ° + 79(x2-  t) ° + 227(x~- t) ° + 11 l (x0 -  t)°+] 
- 15(x3 - t)+ - 155(x2 - t)+ - 65(x2 - t)+ + 235(x0 - t)+. (52) 
Hence, for t e [x2, x3], (52) gives 
(r~)x(X - t)+ = 3h - 15(x3 - t) = ct(t). (53) 
Clearly, ~t(t)/> 0 if t e [x3 - h/5, x3] and ~t(t) ~< 0 if t ~ Ix2, x3 - h/5]. 
For t ~ [xl, x2], (52) gives 
(rj)x(x - t)+ = 82h - 15(x3 - t) - 155(x2 - t) = fl(t). (54) 
Obviously, fl(t) >i 0 if t e [x2 - 67/170h, x2] and fl(t) <~ 0 if 
t e [xt, x2 -- 67/170h]. 
Finally, for t e [x0, xl], (52) gives 
(r~)~(x - t)+ = 309h - 15(x3 - t) - 155(x2 - t) - 65(xl - t) = y(t). (55) 
It is clear that 7(t) t> 0 if t e [xt - 124/235h, x~] and ~(t) ~< 0 if t e [x0, x~ - 124/235h]. 
Using the obtained sgn( r l )x (x -  t)+, it follows from (51) and (53)-(55) that 
Ir,(f)l ~< [Io2fll )x(X-t)+ldt 
124 
{Ix ; = [1D2f ]l -~h  - -  y(t) dt + 124 7(t) dt 0 I 235h 
67 
+ - /~( t )  dt + fl(t) dt 
,dxl 2-~h 
h 
+ -- ¢t(t) dt + or(t) dt 
dX2 3--~ 
= (0.10843567 + 3)II o=f II h=, <56) 
For  2 ~< i ~< N - 1, once again (49), (29) and (30) gives 
r , ( f )  = h(f~+2 + 26f  ;+l + 66f ;  + 26f:_ ,  +f ; -2 )  - 5f/+2 - 50f+1 + 50f_ l  + 5f_2 (57) 
and again by the Peano kernel theorem, we have 
IX i +2 
r , ( f )  = (r,)x(X - t )+f" ( t )  dt. (58) 
i--2 
Thus, as in the case i = 1, we find 
Ir ,( f) l<<.321lD2fl lh 2, 2~<i<~N- l .  (59) 
Finally, for i = N we have 
ru ( f )  = h(3f~v_2 + 79f  ~_~ + 227f  ~, + l l l f  ~+t) - 16h2f ~+, 
+ 15fN_2+ 155fu_t +65fu - -235fN+l  (60) 
and 
IxrN +1 rN( f )  = (rN)x(X -- t )+f" ( t )  dt, (61) 
N-2 
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and hence 
Jru(f)l <<, (0.10843567 + 3)II O2f II h 2. (62) 
Now multiplying both sides of (48) by the diagonal matrix D = [d j  where d~; = l/ah, a ~ R ÷, 
1 ~< i ~< N to obtain DBle 1 = Dr, which gives 
lie 1 II ~< J l (onl) -1 II IlOr It. (63) 
Writing DBI = I + A, where A is an N × N matrix with the property that II A II < 1, it follows from 
(63) and Lemma 2.5 that 
1 
II e lll ~< - -  II Dr II 
1 - I I  Z II 
1 1 
~ < -  max Iri(f)J. (64) 
1 - IlZ II ah l~ i<.u  
To obtain the smallest bound in (64), we need to maximize (1 - l[ A [J )a over a. For this, from 
(29) we have 
I IA I l=max~- -~-  + a- - + --a 
309 
-1 ,  0<a~<66 
a max{ Oa9 
12 
1 - - - ,  a >/277 a 
66 ~< a ~< 227 
f 
309_1 ,  0<a~<160.5  
= a 
1 -~'~,  a >/160.5. (65) a 
Thus, the condition II A II < 1 is equivalent o 309/a - 1 < 1(1 - 12/a < 1 for all a >/160.5) which 
gives a > 154.5. Hence, on using (65) we find 
max (1 - I IA  II)a =max~ max (1 - I IA  II)a, max (1 - J IA  II)a~ 
a> 154.5 { 154.5 < a~< 160.5 a~> 160.5 ) 
=max~ max (2a -309) ,  max (12)[ 
[154 .5  < a ~< 160.5 a >t 160.5 J 
= 12. (66) 
Using (56), (59), (62) and (66) in (64) we obtain 
lie I II ~< 1 (0.10843567 + 3)h 1102fll 
= (0.90363058 + 1)h IlO2f II. 
This completes the proof  of  our Lemma 4. I for n = 2. 
Lemma 4.2 
I f f  e C(")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~< 6, then 
[J e 2 [J ~< b,h "-2 JJ D"f  11, (67) 
where b2=0.51486487+2,  b3=0.11649771+2,  b4=0.16544732+ 1, b5=0.31953197+0 and 
b6 = 0.86126455 - 1. 
Proof The proof  is similar to that of  Lemma 4.1. 




k 2 3 4 5 6 
0 0.44992045 + I 0.77694933 + 0 0.12886698 + 0 0.26250486 - l 0.70534309 - 2 
1 0.14253008 + 2 0.24445242 + 1 0.40642248 + 0 0.82823292 - 1 0.22250946 - I 
2 0.19372140 + 2 0.30861176 + 1 0.62083326 + 0 0.16683483 + 0 
3 0.34774464 + 2 0.69730952 + 1 0.18751841 + 1 
4 0.38191889+2 0.10267587+2 
5 0.20835175 + 2 
Table 7. f (x )=xSs in~,  i 1 xe[ - i , i ] ,  n =2 
N 
7 15 24 
II ( f  -- Sa f ) I t  0.24180548 - 4 0.74092632 - 5 0.25445696 - 5 
Bound 0.49125979 - 2 0.12281494 - 2 0.50305002 - 3 
[I D( f -  SA f)[ I  0.14584234 - 2 0.70241544 - 3 0.38727821 - 3 
Bound 0.24900151 +0 0.12450075 + 0 0.79680486- 1 
Table 8. f (x )  = x6[x [, x E l -  l, 1], n = 6 
N 
9 49 99 
I1 ( f -  $~, f ) l  
Bound 
I o(f- s~ f) 
Bound 
I D2( f  - Saf) 
Bound 
II D3( f  - Saf) 
Bound 
11 O ' ( f  - S~f ) 
Bound 
II DS( f  - Sn f )  
Bound 
0.21828938 - 4 0.17843074 - 8 0.28675645 - 10 
0.22751512-2 0.14560967-6 0.22751512-8 
0.31529258 - 3 0.12975679 - 6 0.41767449 - 8 
0.35886252 - 1 0. 11483600 - 4 0.35886252 - 6 
0.85510914- 2 0.17823579 - 4 0.11502702 - 5 
0.13453574 + 1 0.21525719 - 2 0.13453574 - 3 
0.37555457 + 0 0.29940004 - 2 0.37399607 - 3 
0.75607258 + 2 0.60485806 + 0 0.75607258 - 1 
0.21626967 + 2 0.88471955 + 0 0.22176471 + 0 
0.20699482 + 4 0.82797926 + 2 0.20699482 + 2 
0.51609688 + 3 0.I0657294 + 3 0.53493416 + 2 
0.21001882 + 5 0.42003763 + 4 0.21001882 + 4 
Theorem 4.3 
Let f ~ Ct")[a, b], 2 ~< n ~< 6. Then 
IIDk(f--SAf)lt <~b..kh"-kllD"fil, 0~<k ~n - 1, (68) 
where the constants b.,k are given in Table 6. 
Proof Using Theorem 3.1, equalities (3), (4) and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 in (46) the inequalities 
(68) are immediate. 
Remark 4.1 
The sharpness of the inequalities (68) also remains undecided. However, in Tables 7 and 8 we 
compute the actual values of II Dk(f--  SAf) [I for some simple functions and compare these with 
the corresponding right-hand side bounds in (68). 
5. APPROXIMATED SPLINES 
For a given fe  C~6)[a, b] and fixed A we shall construct approximates for the spline interpolate 
S j in  the following four cases: (1) the values o f f : ,  i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; (2) the values of 
f~', i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; (3) the values of f~ andf ' / ,  i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; and (4) the 
values o f f ,  0 ~< i ~< N + 1 , f :  andf i ' ,  i = 0, N + 1 are unknown. Further, we shall derive estimates 
for the approximation o f f  by these approximated splines. 
Case I 
Definition 5.1 
We say S~f is an approximate for S~f if S~fe S(A) with S~f(x~)=f, 0 ~<i~< N + I, and 
D2S, f(x,) =fi ' ,  i = O, N + 1. 
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Since f ~ Ct6)[a, b] we can determine the constants at i, 0 ~< i ~< 5 in the representation 
5 
f0  = ~ ~t,f (69) 
i=0 
so that the truncation error is O(h6). Indeed, in (69) for each 1 ~< i ~< 5 we use Taylor's formula 
5 • j 
and require the resulting equation to be true for all f ~ C(6)[a, b]. This leads to a system of six 
equations 
5 5 1 5 
E~,=o, Ei~,=~, Y i,~,=o, 2~<p~<5. 
j=0  i=1 i= l  
The above system can be solved to obtain uniquely a0 = - 137/60h, a~ = 5/h, ~= = -5/h,  ~3 = 10/3h, 
~4 = -5 /4h ,  and as = 1/5h. Substituting these values in (69), we find 
137 5 5 l0 5 A 1 
f~= 6--~ f0 + ~ f~ -- ~ f2 + ~ f3 -- 4h + fs. (71) 
5 
Similarly, we approximate f~¢+ ~ by ~ fl~fN+,-~, and obtain 
~=0 
137 5 5 10 5 1 
f}+,  = 6--0~ fN+,---f~fN+-f~fN-,--~-~fN-Z+ "~h fN-3--~-~fN-,  (72) 
which also has O(h 6) truncation error. 
We use (71) and (72) to replace f~ and f~v+, in systems (18)-(20) and (21)-(23) and observe 
that the resulting unknowns c~ and c':, 1 ~< i ~< N (say) can be obtained uniquely in terms o f f ,  
0 ~< i ~< N + 1, and f ~; and f } + ~. Further, by Remark 2.1 SI f can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  5 5 
S, f (x)  = ~ fh, (x)  + ~ ~,f~io(X) + ~ fl,fN+,-JiN+,(X) 
i=0  i=0 iffi0 
N N 
+ ~, c;fl~(x)+fg7;o(X)+f~+,7;N+,(X) + ~ CT~7;~(X). (73) 
i= l  i f f i l  
To obtaine a priori bound for II Dk( f - -  SI f H, 0 ~< k ~< 5 we use the inequality 
II ok( f  - St f) I I  ~< II Dk( f  - S~f  ) II + II Ok(Saf - St f ) I I ,  0 < k ~< 5, (74) 
in which the first term of the right-hand side can be estimated from Theorem 4.3, whereas for the 
second term we proceed as follows: from Remark 2.1 and (73) we have 
N N 
(S l f - -  S , , f ) (x)  = O;~io(X ) + 0"~+ ,Tiu+ ,(x) + ~ O;~i, (x) + ~ 07E(x), (75) 
i f f i l  i f f i l  
where 
5 5 
E ' ' E 0k = a , f~- f0 ,  ON+, = fl, fN+,-,--f~v+,, 
i=0  i f f i0  
s t _ _  t o tl H Oi=c~i ci and O~ =ct i - c i .  
Now denoting the vectors [O:] and [0;'] by 01 and 02 respectively, and following the technique 
as in the computation of (46), relation (75) gives 
tlDk(Slf--SAf)ll ~<(10~1-4-10~+tl) max I~k>(x)l 
x G [x~,x~ +t ] 
+ II0~11 max [l~k)(x)l + I~ , (x ) l ]  
X E [Xi,X i + 1] 
-+-+-110211 max [l~k>(x)l+l~l~t(X)l], 0~<k~<5, (76) 
x ~ [x~,x~ +1 ] 
where we have also used the fact that 17t~k)(x)l is symmetrical bout the line x = xi. 
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Lemma 5.1 
I f f  ~ C(6)[a, b], then 
and 
lO~l <~hSIID'fll (77) 
10~,+,1 <<.~hSllDtf II. (78) 
Proof. We shall prove only (77), whereas the proof of (78) is similar. Denoting 06 by r ( f ) ,  we 
have 
r ( f )=-h  - -~- fo+Sf~-5 f2+ f3 -~f4+~f5  - f ;  (79) 
and hence by Peano's kernel theorem it follows that 
= I f  x5 
r ( f )  5! J~o (r)x(X - t)5+Dtf(t)dt, (80) 
where 
1 
(r)~(x -- t)5+ = ~-~ [-- 137(Xo -- t)5+ + 300(xl -- 1) 5 -- 300(x2 -- t)5+ + 200(x3 -- t)5+ 
-- 75(x, -- t)5+ + 12(x5 -- t)5+ -- 300h(x0 - t)4+], 
which is nonnegative for all t ¢ Ix0, xs]. Thus, from (80) we find 
1 f f  I r ( f ) l  ~< ~ IID6f II (r)~(x -t)5+dt 
0 
1 5 =~h IIDtf II. 
Lemma 5.2 
I f f  ~ C(6)[a, b], then 
37 5 llO'll ~< ~h IIDtf[I. (81) 
Proof Letting c1= [c~] and cl = [c~;], we have the systems Bicl= k I, and BIC I = kl, where the 
matrix Bi is defined in (29), k I is given in (30), and k l is the vector obtained from k I by replacing 
f6  and f~v+l with (71) and (72) respectively. Thus, it follows that 
B. (c l - c ' )=k l -k ' .  (82) 
Now, multiplying both sides of (82) by the diagonal matrix D = [do] where da = 1/ah, a ~ R +, 
l <~i<~Nwe find 
II O' II = II c I - c i II ~< II (DB,)-1 II II D (k] - k ' )  I1. (83) 
Writing DBI = I + A, where A is an N x N matrix having the property that II A II < 1, from (83), 
Lemmas 2.5 and 5.1 it follows that 
I 
lie' II ~<--l lD(kl-k')l l  
l --II A II 
_ 1 1 max{ l l lh l0~l ,  hlO~l, 
1 - I I  A II ah 
~<I-IIAI-----~ l l l h  hSIIDVII 
_ 1 111 hSl lDtf l  I 
(1 - I IA  II)a 6 
hleZ+,l, lllhleZ+,l} 
(84) 
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To obtain the smallest bound in (84) we need to maximise (1 - [I A II )a over a. For this, the proof  
of  Lemma 4.1 provides 
max (1 - II A II )a = 12 
aeR + 
(subject to the restriction that II AII < 1). Hence, from (84) we have 
"-g-,. H D6f [I - ~,. II D6f II. 
Lemma 5.3 
I f f  • C(6)[a, b], then 
II 0 z II ~ ~h 4 II D6f II. (85) 
Proof The proof  is similar to that of  Lemma 5.2. 
Theorem 5.4 
I f f  • C(6)[a, b], then 
IlDk(f -S~f ) l l  <~akh6-kllo6fl], O<~k <~5, 
where a0 = 0.65883455 + 0, a~ = 0.22180011 + 1, a2 = 0.13714396 + 2, 
a4 = 0.82926759 + 3, and a5 = 0.16508352 + 4. 
Proof We use (3)-(5) and Lemmas 5.1-5.3 in (76) to obtain an upper 
II Dk(S~f - SAf)II, this estimate together with Theorem 4.3 in (74) then gives (86). 
Case 2 
(86) 
a 3 = 0.14637518 + 3, 
estimate on 
Definition 5.2 
We say S: f  is an approximate for SAf if Sz f•S(A)  with S2(x~)=f, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1, and 
OS2f(xi) =f  ;, i = O, N + 1. 
Theorem 5.5 
I f f  • C(6)[a, b], then 
IlO~(f - azf)ll <~akh6-kllO6fll, O<<,k ~< 5, (87) 
where a0 = 0.39607444 + 0, a~ = 0.12806265 + 1, a2 = 0.90068894 + 1, a 3 = 0.93969629 + 2, 
a4 = 0.51792870 + 3, and a5 = 0.10178907 + 4. 
Proof The proof  is essentially similar to that of  Theorem 5.4 except now we approximate f~ 
and f~+ l by the formulae 
fg= 1 (15 _~ 107 _ 61 ~ ) 5 
~fo-  f~+- -CA-13A+i~f , -  A =Er,f, (88) 
i=0 
61 5 ) 5 
1 [/15 77 107 . 13fu-2+"~fN-3 -~fN-4 E (~ifN+l f•+t  = ~5 \ -~- fu+, - - ( fN+- - - f - J~- , -  -- = i=0 - i ,  
and 
Case 3 
which have O(h 6) truncation error. 
Definition 5.3 
We say S3f is an approximate for Saf  if S3f • S(A) with S3(xt) =f ,  0 ~< i ~< N + 1. 
(89) 
Theorem 5.6 
I f f  • C(°[a, b], then 
IIDk(f - S3f)l[ <<.akh6-~[ID6fl I, 0~<k~<5, (90) 
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where a0 = 0.32242154 + 0, al = 0.11660016 + 1, a2 = 0.79187860 + 1, a3 = 0.81680740 + 2, 
a 4 = 0.43120648 + 3, and as = 0.83644629 + 3. 
Proof Once again the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.4 except now we approximate f (~, 
f g, f ~v+ l, and f ~+l by using the formulae (71), (88), (72) and (89) respectively. 
Remark 5.1 
From Theorems 5.4--5.6, we find that 
bounds for II Dk(f- -  S3f)I[ < bounds for II Dk(f- -  S2f)ll 
<bounds for Il D*(f  - S i f  ) ll , O <~ k <~ 5. 




We say S4fis an approximate for Saf i f  Saf e S(A) with Sdf(x~) = g~, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1 where the 
given g~, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1 are such that 
max I f -g , l=  ~. 
0~i~N+I  
Theorem 5. 7 
I f f  e C(6)[a, b], then 
][Dk(f - S4f)[[ <, akh6-kHD6f H + bkh-k~, 0~<k ~<5, (91) 
where aks are same as in Theorem 5.6, and b0=0.39736194+2, b1=0.14098689+3, 
b2 = 0.87793911 + 3, b3 = 0.90657999 + 4, b4 = 0.49719433 + 5, and b5 = 0.97339666 + 5. 
Proof We use (71), (88), (72) and (89) to replace f~,  f [ ' ,  f~+ I and f~+ I in systems (18)-(20) 
and (21)-(23), and then replace f~ by gi everywhere. The resulting systems can be solved uniquely 
for the unknowns c~; and c['~, 1 <~ i ~< N (say) in terms of the known g~, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1. Now by 
Remark 2.1 S4f can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  5 5 
s4f(x) = E g,h,(x) + Tio(x) + Z 
i=0  iffiO iffiO 
N 5 5 N 
+ c',,L(x)+ e:,7;,(x). (92) 
iffi I i=0  iffi0 iffi 1 
Now to obtain a priori bound for [I Dk(f- -  S4f)[I, 0 ~< k ~< 5 we use the inequality 
[[ Dk(f- -  S4f)I] <~ ]] Dk(f- -  S3f)[I ]l + II Dk(Saf-- S4f)l[, 0 ~< k ~< 5. (93) 
In (93) for the first term we use Theorem 5.6, whereas for the second term we follow similar 
technique as in the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
Remark 5.2 
Like in our previous results the sharpness of the inequalities (86), (87), (90) and (91) remains 
undecided. However, in Tables 9-11 we compute the actual values of ][ Dk(f  - Sif)II, 1 ~< i ~< 3, 
0~k ~< 5 for the function f (x)=x~lx[  in the interval [ -1 ,  l] and compare these with the 
corresponding right-hand side bounds. 
6. ERROR BOUNDS FOR BIQUINTIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
Following H/immerlin and Schumaker [13, 14] for a given p, we define 
H(p) = H(A) ~ H(A') (the tensor product) 
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= span{h,(x)hj(y), 7i,(x)hj(y), ~,(x)hs(y), h,(x)]:(y), 77,(x)Tis(y), 
~,(x )]s(y ), h,(x )~:(y ), [i,(x )'~s( y ), "~,(X )~:(y ) } ~-_+o~:M=~ ' 
= {h(x, y) ~ C(2'2)([a, b} x [c, d]):h(x, y) 
is a biquintic polynomial in each subrectangle 
[x,,x,+,]x[yj,yj+l], O<~i<~N, O<j<M}.  
Since H(p) is the tensor product of H(A) and H(A') which are of dimensions 3(N + 2) and 
3(M + 2) respectively, H(p) is of dimension 9(N + 2)(M + 2). 
Definition 6.1 
For a given f ~ C~2'2)([a, b] × [c, d]), we say H: f i s  the H(p)-interpolate of f ,  also known as the 
= f (":") O <~ m, n <. 2, 0 <~ i <~ N + l, Hermite interpolate off, if Hpf  ~ H(p ) with D~ D yHpf(xi,  yi) -, ,.s ,
O~<j~<M+I .  
Table 9 
N 
9 49 99 
I I(.r- s, f) l l  
Bound 
IID(f - S,I)II 
Bound 
II O2(f - s, f )ll 
Bound 
IID3(f - S~f)I[ 
Bound 
II D4(S- S, f)I I  
Bound 














2 0.83481420 - 6 0.13655007 - 7 
0 0.13600875-4 0.21251367-6 
0 0.78643200 - 4 0.25728012 - 5 
1 0.11447014 - 2 0.35771921 - 4 
I 0.59254415 - 2 0.38769432 - 3 
3 0.17694862+0 0.11059288 - 1 
2 0.95107505 + 0 0.12447521 + 0 
4 0.47214778 + 2 0.59018472 + 1 
4 0.88952221 + 2 0.23290201 + 2 
6 0.66872138+4 0.16718034+4 
4 0.30811523+4 0.16114632+4 
7 0.33280837+6 0.16640418+6 
Table 10 
N 
9 49 99 
II(f-s2f)ll 0.43575311 -2  0.43834912-6 0.71605234-8 
Bound 0.12775777 + 0 0.81764973 - 5 0.12775777 - 6 
II D(f  - S2f)II 0.65026307 - I 0.32698516 - 4 0.10682621 - 5 
Bound 0.20653944 + 1 0.66092621 - 3 0.20653944 - 4 
II D2(f - $2 f ) I I  0.35840025 + I 0.90030124 -- 2 0.58822443 -- 3 
Bound 0.72631556 + 2 0.11621048 + 0 0.72631556 - 2 
II D3( f -  S : f )  II 0.11999234 + 3 0.15051420 + I 0.19666306 + 0 
Bound 0,37888554 + 4 0.30310843 + 2 0.37888554 + l 
IID4(f-S2f)II 0.17614431 +4 0,11010601 +3 0.28766213+2 
Bound 0.10441442 + 6 0.41765770 + 4 0.10441442 + 4 
II OS(f - S2f)i[ 0.11082908 + 5 0.34227521 + 4 0.17868310 + 4 
Bound 0.10260338 + 7 0.20520676 + 6 0.10260338 + 6 
Table 11 
N 
9 49 99 
rl ( f -  s3 / ) l l  0.42437823 - 2 0.44080505 - 6 0.72180631 - 8 
Bound 0.10400029 + 0 0.66560186 - 5 0.10400029 - 6 
IID(f-S3f)l[ 0.15360031 +0 0.78643219-4 0.25728005-5 
Bound 0.18805273 + 1 0.60176876 - 3 0.18805273 - 4 
II D2(f - S3f)[I 0.35840027 + I 0.90030128 - 2 0.58822432 - 3 
Bound 0.63857090 + 2 0.10217134 + 0 0.63857090 - 2 
I[ DJ(f  - S3f)]1 0.45429108 + 2 0.55106635 + 0 0.71814127 - I 
Bound 0.32933674 + 4 0.26346939 + 2 0.32933674 + I 
II D'(f-  s~ f)11 o.35689o11 + 3 0.20268804 + 2 0.52541733 + i 
Bound 0.86931226 + 5 0.34772490 + 4 0.86931226 + 3 
[] DS( f -  S3f)II 0.17308821 + 4 0.43259441 + 3 0.22167000 + 3 
Bound 0.84313786 + 6 0.16862757 + 6 0.84313786 + 5 
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It is clear that for every f,  Hpf can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  M+I  
Hpf(x, y) = ~ ~ [Ahi(x)hj(y) + fl~)°)~i(x)h/(y) + f~°)~)hi(x)Ti/(y ) 
iffi0 jffi0 
+ f~)~)~(x)~j(y) + f~2,)°)~,(x)h/(y) + f~°)2)h~(x)~j(y) 
+ f ~2)m)~(x )Ti/(y) + f ~)2)~(x )~/(y ) +f~y'7;,.(x)7;j(y)]. (94) 
The set S(p) is defined as 
S(p) = S(A) ~ S(A') (the tensor product) 
N+5M+5 
= span{si(x)sj(y)},fo'j=  (see Remark 2.2) 
= {s(x, y) ~ C(4"4)([a, b] × [c, d]):s(x, y) 
is a biquintic polynomial in each subrectangle 
[xi, x~+~]x[y/,yj+m], O<<.i<<.N, O¢j<<.g}. 
Since S(p) is the tensor product of S(A) and S(A') which are of dimensions (N + 6) and (M + 6) 
respectively, S(p) is of dimension (N + 6)(M + 6). 
Definition 6.2 
For a g ivenf  ~ C(2'2)([a, b] x [c, d]), we say S, f is  a S(p)-interpolate of f ,  also known as a spline 
interpolate off ,  if Spf ~ S(p) with D m D~ Spf(xi, yj) = f ~,~,n), where m, n, i and j satisfy the following: 
(1) i fm=n=O,  then 0~<i~<N+I ,  0~<j~<M+ 1; (2) if m =1,  2, n=O, then i=O, N+I ,  
O<~j<<.M + 1; (3) i fm =0,  n = 1, 2, then 0 ~< i ~<N+ 1, j  =0 ,  M+ 1; and (4) i fm = 1, 2, n = 1, 
2, then (i, j )  = (0, 0), (0, M + 1), (N + 1, 0), (N + 1, M + 1). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 6.1 
For a given h(x,y)~H(p), we define c.~'. ~-  '~ ~ , , l -DxDyh(xi,yy), O<<.m, n<<.2, 0~<i~<N+I ,  
0 ~<j ~< M + 1. The function h(x, y) ~ S(p) if and only if c~) ~, where m, n, i and j are such that (1) 
if m=l ,  2, n=O, then l<~i<<.N, 0~<j~<M+I ;  (2) if m =0,  n=l ,  2, then 0~<i~<N+I ,  
1 ~<j ~< M; and (3) i fm = 1, 2, n = 1, 2, then 1 <~i <~N,j =0,  M+ 1 and 1 <<.j <<.M,O<<.i <<.N+ 1, 
satisfy the following relations: 
¿,n l,n gK~l ,n  a_ 26cl,n c l,n ~ ~ O,n O,n __ O,n 5C i_2 ,  h(ci+2,j+26ci+Ly+"'.".i,j ~ l -Ly+ i - -2 , j l  5C i+2, j ' J I -5OCi+ l , j  50C~_ l j - -  (95) 
h(3c~,~ + 79c~:7 + 227cI~) = - 11 lhc~'~ - 16h2co2~ --t'- on on o,n 15c311 - 155c°~ -'1"- 65c1'j - 235Coj (96) 
h(3c}~Z2j + 79c,~ 1j + 227c~,~.) = 
- 11 lhc~+ ~,y + 16h 2c~+ ij - 15c~ - 2,j - 155c~L l,j - 65c~,,"j + 235c~+ l,j (97) 
h2 2,n 2,n 2,n 2n • c2,n "~ 0,n 0,n = Ci+ 2j "1- 2Ci+ t,j Ci-2j I,j "1- i -  2,j., -- , ~-~(ct+2,j+ 26c,+~j+66ci,/ + 26c,."" _6cO~ + 2cO~ + o~ (98) 
2,~ 201c~:~ + 354c~) n = 2_2. -  ,~ 0~ 0~ 54ct0~ + 37c0~ (99) --20 (8c3,. + h c0:y -r 12hc0:j + 8c3.. + 9c~j - , 
~-~-I. h  "8c 2"~_2J. + 201c~ - i,j + 354c ~,~) 
23,2 2:, _ ~./+Sc~_2j+9cO~_~,j =~-~n c:¢+~.i 12hc}o + 0,. -54c°~+37c°~+,./ .  (100) 
In the system (95)-(97) if n = 0, then in (95) and (98) 2 ~< i ~< N - 1, 0 ~<j ~< M + l, and in (96), 
(99) and (100) 0 ~<j ~< M + l; also if n = 1, 2, then in (95) and (98) 2 ~< i ~< N - l, j = 0, M + l, 
and in (96), (97), (99) and (100) j = 0, M + 1. 
Further, we have 
~,l r~,t 66C~ m 1 ..L cm,  l "~ - -  5cm,O m,O (101) 26ci3_ 50c~O ~ _ ,,,,o l(cu+2+26c .:+~+ + ~ ~,j-2~- ~j+~+ 50c~j_~--5cij_~ 
C.A,M.W.A. 18/~---C 
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l(3c~51 + 79C~f + 227C~,i ~) = -- 11 llc~61 -- 16/2C~,62 + 15C~3 ° + 155C~ ° + 65C~,6 ° -- 235C~,6 ° (102) 
ltac,,,,~ ,,.l 227c7,~) ',.-" i,M- 2 + 79Ci,M_1 + 
=--  . -- 1 '~'"'° -- 155C,.zmO_ ~ -- 65C7,~ + 235C~,~+1 (103) 11 llc~,~+ l + 1612c~,~+  -"-~,u-2 
12 ,n,2 26C~2+1 66C~52 2t~cm.2 m.2 m,o I "~ m.o __ 6cm,O 2cm,O _t. r,,.O (104) Ci , j+2  T ~Ci , j+  I "~-- i , j _ l  l C i , j _2  ~-6(c~,;+2+ + + ,, ~ j_ l+c ia_2)= ,.j 
l 2 23 2 m2 
20(8C[~2+201C~2+354C~f2) ~-61 Ci3 + 12/C7,6 t +8C7f+ 9c''° 54C~.fO+37c,'m.6 ° (105) - -  ~ i,2 - -  , , 
l 2 
:8c ''2 201c~.~_ l 354c~)  ~-6~ ~M-2+ + 
2312cm'2 121c7~ + +8Ci, M_z+9Ci, M-I- -  I" = __ m,O ,.,0 54C7,~ + 37C7,~ + (106) 20 i ,u  + 1 - -  , 1 
For 0 ~< m ~< 2 in equations (101) and (104) 2 ~<j ~< M - 1, 0 ~< i ~< N + 1, and in (102), (103), (105) 
and (106) 0~<i~<N+1.  
Moreover, from the systems (95)-(97), (98)-(100), (101)-(103) and (104)-(106) the unknowns 
cm~" where m, n, i and j satisfy the conditions of  Lemma 6.1 can be obtained uniquely in terms of  
t , J  
e~"~" where m, n, i and j fulfill Definition 6.2. 
I , J  
Lemma 6.2 
For  a given fe  Ca'2)[a, b] x [e, d]), Spf  exists and is unique. 
Proof The proof  is similar to that of  Lemma 2.4. 
Remark 6.1 
Spf  can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  M+I  M+I  
Spf (x ,y )= ~ ~, f js i (x)s: (y)+ ~ [f~°)su+2(x)+f~'°)t jsu+3(x) 
i=0  j=0 j=0 
N+I  
+ f~°)su+4(x) +f~'°),jSl~+ ~(x)lsj(y) + ~ [f~°,d')su+ 2(Y) 
i=0  
+ ¢O.,) ,su+3(y) +f~°.d2)SM+4(y) +fl°.~t)+,Su+s(y)]si(x) J i, M + 
+ f~',b')sN+2(x)su+2(y) + f~l.'~+,su+2(x)su+3(y) 
+ f ~'I)I.oSu +3(X )Su + 2(y ) + f ~'I+),.u +,SN + 3(X )Su + 3(y ) 
+ f (o261)Su +4(X )Su + 2(y ) + f ~)+ I SN +4(X )Su + 3(y ) 
+ f ~'2 ,,oSN + ~(X )Su + 2(y ) + f ~'~+),.u + l Su + ~(X )Su + 3(y ) 
+ f ~1b~)Su + 2(X )Su +4(y ) +f  ~l..~+ , Su + 2(X )Su + ~(y )
+ f ~c'~+),.oSu + 3(X)Su +4(y ) + f ~c'~+),.u + ISu + 3(X )Su + s(y ) 
+ f~!b~)Su+4(X)Su+~(y) + f~.'~+ lSu+4(X)Su+ s(y) 
+ f ~'~+),.oSu + ~(X )Su +4(y ) + f ~'~+)t.U + lSu + s(X )Su + s(y ). 
The following result which is a direct consequence of  Remarks 2.2 and 6.1 provides an important 
characterization of  Sof  in terms of  one-dimensional interpolation schemes. 
Lemma 6.3 
I f f  ~ C<2'z)([a, b] x [c, d]), then 
Sof  = SA, SAf  = SaS, v f  (107) 
Now le t f  ~ Ct"'")([a, b] x [c, d]), 4 ~< n ~< 6 be an arbitrary function. From Lemma 6.3, we have 
f - -  Saf  = ( f  - Sa f  ) + Sa ( f  - Sa, f ) = ( f  - Sa f  ) + [S, ( f  - Sa, f ) -- ( f  -- Sa, f )] + ( f  - S,,, f ) 
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and hence it follows that 
II D~(f - Spf) II ~< It D~(f - SA f ) I[ 
+ II D~[S~(f- Sa.f) -- ( f - -  SA. f)] II + II D~(f-- SA, f)II. (108) 
Theorem 6.4 
I f f  6 C(4'4)([a, b] x [c, d]), then 
K2 /.,212 2 2 [I ( f -  Spf II ~< b4,0 h4 II D4xf II + ~.2,0,, • It DyDxf  [[ + b4,014 [[ D4yf II (109) 
and 
I lDx( f -S j ) l l  <<.b4,,h3llD~fll +b2,0b2,~hl 2 2 2 [IDyD~fl[ +b3,oPIID3D~fH (110) 
where the constants b,.k are defined in Table 6 (see equation 68). 
Proof. Using the fact that ( f -SA . f )~ Ca)[a, b], an application of Theorem 4.3 in (108) gives 
II(f -Sp f ) l l  <~b4.oh4IlD4 fl l  +b2.oh211D$(f-SA.f)ll +b4.oPlID4fll. (111) 
Now since D2f  ~ C(2)[c, d], and 2 2 D~SA, f=  SA, Dxf, Theorem 4.3 is used to obtain 
I ID2(f_S~,f)[I ~<b2,01211 2 2 D,D~f 11. (112) 
Using (112) in ( I l l )  we find (109). 
The proof of (110) is similar to that of (109). 
Theorem 6.5 
I f f  ~ CtS'5)([a, b] x [c, d]), then 
and 
I[ ( f -  Spf)l[ ~< bs,oh 5 l[ DSxf [1 + b2,0b3,0 h312 IID2D3f I[ + bs,015 [ID5f  II (113) 
[l(f -s~f) l l  <<.bs.0hSlID5 fll +b20b30h2131l 3 2 DyD~f li + bs,olSl[ 5 , , DrY II (114) 
I ID~(f-spf)l l <~bs.,h411D~fll +b2.0b3.,h212lID2D3fll +b,.ol411D~Dxfll (115) 
I ID~(f-S,f) l l  <<.bs.~h41lD~fll +b2.lb3.0hl3lID3D2fll +b4.0141lD~Dxfll, (116) 
IlD2(f-Spf)[l<.b5,2h3ltD5fll+b2,0b3,2hi21] DyD~f2 3 II + b3,013 [[D ,D ~f  ]I 2 (117) 
where the constants b,,k are defined in Table 6 (see equation 68). 
Proof. the proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.4. 
Theorem 6.6 
I f f  e C(6'6)([a, b] x [c, d]), then 
I[(f - Spf)l[ <~ b6,0h61lD~f ll + b2,0b4,0h4l 2llDyDxf2 4 
2 3 3 3 3 II(f - Spf)l[ <<.b6,0h61lD~f ll +b3,0h I IlDyD~f ll 
tl ( f -  Sp f) I I  ~< bz,oh 6II D~f II + b2,0b,,oh 2P It D~D2f 
IIDAf -Spf ) l [  <<.b6,,hSlID~f[I +b2,0b4,,h31211DyD~f2 4 
II DAY-  spy)I[ <~ b6., h 5 II D~f II + b3.0b3.,h2p II D3D3 f 
II D~(f - Spf)II 
I lD2(f  - Spf)II 
II D2(f - Spf)II 
and 
}l + b6,ol61lD~f II ( l l8)  
+ b~,o 16 II D~f II (119) 
II + b6,o 16 II D~f II (120) 
II +bs,olSllD~Dxfll (121) 
II + b,,o ls II D~D~f II (122) 
~< b6,, h 5 II D~f l[ "l'b2,1 b,,ohP IID~D2f II + b5,o 15 II D~Dxf II (123) 
<~b6,2h4llD~fll +b20b42h21211 2 4 . . D,Dxfl[ +b,.0Pll 4 2 zLDxf  II (124) 
<h6,2h4lID~fll +b3,ob3,2hPlID~D~fll +b~,ol 4 4 2 II D,D~f  II (125) 
[I D3(f  - Spf)II ~ b6,3h 3II D~f [I + b2,0b4,3 hI2 2 4 II DyDxf II + b3.o 13 [[D3D3 f II, 
where the constants bn~ are defined in Table 6 (see equation 68). 
(126) 
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Tab le  12 
N=M 
7 9 15 
II ( f  - Spf)[1 0.54018019 - 8 0 .14792303 - 8 0 .93839104 - 10 
Bound (I 18) 0 .43947422 - 3 0 .11520553 - 3 0 .68667847 - 5 
Bound (119) 0 .45752894 - 3 0 .11993846 - 3 0 .71488897 - 5 
Bound (120) 0 .18696268 - 3 0 .49011146 - 4 0 .29212919 - 5 
tl D~(f-  Spf)[I 0.12516071 - 6 0 .42885312 - 7 0 .43611023 - 8 
Bound (121) 0 .11101560 - 1 0 .36377593 - 2 0 .34692375 - 3 
Bound (122) 0 .11529662 - 1 0 .37780399 - 2 0 .36030197 - 3 
Bound (123) 0 .47515607 -2  0 .15569914-2  0 .14848627-3  
IID~(f-Spf)[I 0.32055214-7  0 .88441303-8  0 .63126050-9  
Bound (121) '  0 .47717533-2  0.15636081 -2  0 .14911729-3  
Bound (122) '  0 .11570850-  1 0 .37915364-2  0 .36158909-3  
Bound (123) '  0 .11192189-  1 0 .36674565-2  0.34975591 -3  
[I D2(f - Spf)II 0.55136004 - 5 0 .23584122 - 5 0 .38352312 - 6 
Bound (124) 0 .67610169 + 0 0 .27693124+0 0 .42256354-  1 
Bound (125) 0 .73259435 + 0 0 .30007064 + 0 0 .45787146 - l 
IIo~(f-spf)ll 0.80901403-6  0 .34415261- -6  0 .55515350- -7  
Bound (124)'  0 .29201051 +0 0 .11960750+0 0 .18250656-  I 
Bound (125) '  0 .73552195 + 0 0 .30126978 + 0 0.45970121 - 1 
II O~(f-  spy)II 0.34484214 - 3 0 .17660074 - 3 0 .43120302 - 4 
Bound (126) 0 .61008626 + 2 0 .31236416 + 2 0 .76260784 + 1 
II D~(.f- spy)II 0.49280003 - 4 0 .25231112 - 4 0 .61595014 - 5 
Bound (126)'  0 .26061381 + 2 0 .13343427 + 2 0 .32576727 + 1 
Proof. The proo f  is s imi lar to that of  Theorem 6.4. 
Remark 6.2 
In  Theorems 6.4q5.6 the cor respond ing  bounds  for II Dky(f - Sp f ) I I  are obta ined  by replacing 
x by y, and  h by 1. Wi th  such rep lacement  a part icu lar  inequal i ty  (xx)  will be denoted by (xx) ' .  
Remark 6.3 
In  Tab le  12 we compute  the actual  values of  II Dk( f  - Sp f ) I I  and II Dk( f  - Sp f ) I I ,  0 ~< k ~< 3 
for the funct ion  f (x ,  y )  = x(1 -e  xy) ~ C(~'~)([0, l] × [0, 1]) and  use Theorem 6.6 to compare  these 
with the cor respond ing  r ight -hand side bounds .  
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